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1995-9- 6 tuition set at $22,240
Comprehensive fee increased $1,310 over lastyear
NEWSSERVICES
The Executive Committee ofThe
College Board of Trustees voted
Wednesday to establish the com-
prehensive fee at $2240 for the
1995-9- 6 academic year.'
In addition, the trustees estab-
lished a preliminary financial aid
budget for 1995-9- 6 atarecord$12.1
million.
"In determining what the com-
prehensive fee should be, the trust-
ees carefully considered the invest-
ments that will continue to be re-
quired in order to retain a program
that meets a national standard of
excellence," said Stanley C Gault,
chairman of the Board of Trustees
and the chief executive officer of
the Goodyear TireandRnbber Com
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"Wewam tomateaWooster edu-
cation as accessible as possible, and
the commitment that we will make
in the financial aid budget aims to
do that. In addition, we have been
extremely fortunate in the generos-
ity that alumni and friends of the
College have shown during the cur-
rent Campaignfor the 1990s. Those
gifts will make possible critical in-
vestments that win strengthen the
academic program."
More than 85 percent of
Wooster's students currently receive
some form of financial aid, includ-
ing scholarships, grants, loans and
work opportunities. The average
award from all sources for these
students during the 1994-9- 5 aca-
demic year is more than $1200.
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The student newspaper of the College
Homophobia concerns students
By SUSAN WHTS10CK
Homosexuality has been a widely
discussed and debated topic on cam-pu- s
in the last several months. In an
effort to address this issue. Lambda
and die International Socialist Or-
ganization sponsored a panel dis-
cussion entitled, "Homophobia at
C.O.W.: Its Sources and its Ramifi-
cations'' Wednesday evening in
Lowry Pit.
Karen Taylor, professor of his-
tory, organized the discussion.
"A tot ofpeople were upset about
the sort ofhomophobia that seemed
to be surfacing by letters to the edi-
torand members of the campus who
have been receiving hatemail.1 She
said the purpose of the discussion,
"wasn't so much combatting it
homophobia but where it comes
from and what it does to people."
Panel member Bob Barends '96,
said, "The purpose was to be infor-
mative and to help people under-
stand."
"In organizingthe panel we really
tried topresenta variety ofperspec-4we-T
said TaytaK--Tn- e panel fcv
eluded Taylor, who presented a So-
cialist viewpoint and Paul Lewis,
visiting assistant professor of reli-
gious studies, who, "spoke to what
the Bible has to say on sexuality."
Wooster anticipates mat the price
will be competitive with similar in-
stitutions. Accadmgto studies con-
ducted this year. Wooster's 1994-9- 5
comprehensive fee ranked sixth
among the 12 members of the Great
Lalxs Colleges Associaticmwhich .
fees ranged fromalow of$16,700 at
Hope College to a high of $25,891
atOberlin. In addition to its mem-
bership in the GreatLakes Colleges
Association, Wooster also is one of
21 national liberal arts institutions
noted for the achievements of their
graduates in business and the aca-
demic world. These 21 colleges
include schools such as Amherst,
Swarthmore and Reed, and
Wooster's comprehensive fee for
1994-9- 5 ranked near the bottom of
these 21 schools.
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Three students were also on the
panel: Barends, who presented the
historical perspective. Delbert
Higgins '95, who is homosexual,
andJenn Howard 95, a bisexual.
Tayky argued that capitalism. and
its dependence on the family for
"cheap reproduction of labor," is
one source ofhornophobia. "As the
family became the central element
ofsocialization and training for capi-
talism, any behavior which threat-
ened 'the family.' meaning the het-
erosexual fainUy, came to be auneat
to capitalism. People who liked
same-se-x sexuality were a threat to
the family because,at least in theory,
they were not interested in hetero-
sexual sexuality, and therefore
would not form reproductive fami-
lies."
In an interview Thursday about
his presentation, Lewis said, "The
Bible says very little about homo-
sexuality and what it says has to be
interpreted very carefully." Lewis
used Leviticus 18:22, which states
that it is an abomination to lie with
a man as with a woman, to try toput
it in a literary context which was,
, "addressed to a particular commu-
nity, not a pluralistic society."
Lewis explored a historical point
"what the Bible writers meant: as
homosexuality is not what we mean
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by homosexuality. They did not
mean a stable relationship. It was
desire, a matter of lust You have to
be very careful ofreading loo much
into the passage."
Barends took a look at the history
of sexuality in America, including
Native Americans and examples
from colonial times through the
World Wars. World Warn was an
event that instigated many people to
come out, both lesbians and homo-
sexuals. "Duringthewar.menfound
that other men were attracted toeach
other and formed relationships over-
sees," Barends said. National orga-
nizations forgays and lesbians, "The
Mattachine Society" and "The
Daughters of Bilitis" respectively,
were formed at that time.
Barends pointed out that homo-sexuaUty,"hasn'talwayshadaneg- a-tive
stereotype in societies," and
that a word wasn'teven coined for it
until 1869. "Hence, although ho-
mosexuality, as a condition, has
existed throughout time, it wasn't
until recently that humans have felt
the need to label it and categorize
' "it?
. Howard analyzed the confusion
thathas surrounded bisexuality. She
traced its history and its struggle to
please see PHOBIA, page 2
-- y
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News Briefs
CAMPUS
Computer access to off campus sites may be temporarily disrupted next
week when the College will upgrade from a 56 Kbps connecting line to a
Tl line, which is approximately three times faster, according to Phil
iaiTimm(lhtacrciAx icCompatmgStrnces. The disruption may
'occur anytime daring the week, and no incoming e-m- ail will be lost.
Karriman said thatbecause me speed of the campus portion of the network
will remain the same, he is not sure how noucabie the upgrade will be.
NATIONAL
WASHINGTON: John Hinckley, the man guilty of the attempted
assassination of President Reagan in 1981, has agreed to pay as much as
$2.9 million to James Brady and others who were wounded in the shooting.
The money would come from possible book and movfc proceeds in the sale
of Hinckley s life story. James Brady, who was Reagan's press secretary
at the time, was permanently when he was shot in the head by
Hinckley. A Secret Service Agem and a District of CoIunibUpobce officer
were less seriously wounded. The three have been trying for years to get
Hinckley to pay for his crime.
LOS ANGELES: Judge Lance Ito has ruled the OJ. Simpson defense
can show a news videotape of the m order scene that shows investigators and
coroner's workers at Nicole Brown Simpson's condominium. The defense
hopes to show that police and others trampled evidence. Prosecuting
attorney Marcia Clark objected to the video, which was shot the morning
after the killings. c'iming that the one wm diqnrtad due to the distance
from which the video was shoe
CAPITOL HILL: The House Economic and Educational Opportunities
Committee has voted along the party lines to approve the Republican
measure changing the current school lunch program. The measure would
abolish current federal nutrition programs and give money to the states as
block grants. Republicans argue that they are not catting anything and are
actually providing more for die nation's children by cutting costs. Califor-
nia Democrat George Miller disagreed, calling it. The meanest, most
callous approach to the welfare of children."
INTERNATIONAL
PARIS: France has accused five Americans of political and economic
espionage. The accused, including a former OA station chief and his
deputy, have been asked to leave the country immediately. The Americans
were accused of trying to bribe high-ranki- ng French Government officials
into disclosing France's negotiating position regarding movies and enter-tainme-ni
in recent global trade talrs. wcrets about French domestic politics
and telecommunications technology.
PORT-AU-PRINC- E, Haiti: Former President Carter arrived in Port-Aa-Prin- ce
yesterday in the hopes of bolstering the country's fragile
democracy. Carter and his wife,Rosalyn,were greeted by ILS. ambassador
William Swing. Although no protesters were present at bis arrival, red
graffiti covered the city telling Carter to go home. Carter responded to the
graffiti, calling it, "A lone act and illegal act. apparently by one who is
against democracy and freedom."
OTTAWA, Caaada? In a speech to Canada's parliament. President
Clinton praised relations between the VS. and Canada, calling it, "the
world's most remarkable relationship.' Clinton praised Canadians on
their universal health care system, their treatment of the elderly and their
efforts to rid their country of guns used for crime. He steered dear of the
debate over whether Quebec should break away from Canada and become
a separate state unto itself. Clinton told Canadian lawmakers, 'Your
political future is. of course, entirely up to you to decide. That's what a
democracy is all about.'
Campus news brief compiled by ZACHARY VEILLEUX. National
and international news briefs compiled by JEN O'CALLAGHAN with
information from Wire Services maiTheNew York TimesPolice Briefs
A license plate trace has turned up a suspect in an incident involving the
threat and racial slur of twoWooster students on Feb. 7. The case has been
turned over for charges to the Juvenile Prosecutor, according to Captain
Don Edwards of the Wooster Police department, and charges should be
brought sometime next week. The incident, according to the report,
occurred when the two students were crossing at the Bead Ave. and
University Ave, intersection, and a car traveling athigh speed stopped right
in front of the students, almost hitting them. The driverofthe car.appearing
to be heavily intoxicated, gotoutof the carand threatened the students using
a derogatory racial slur. The car, which was rented, was traced to the
youth's father, and the students identified the suspect from a high school
rbook.
Correction
Aa article on the front page last week incorrectly stated that the AIDS
, Education Commtrtnc is bringing Jndd Wenmcfc to campus on April 20.
We9EaVisbdsgbrousbtbySAficaAiail28.
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New advisor contract approved
By ZACHARY VEILLEUX
Stricter requirements on advisors
of campus organizations win take
effect next fall in accordance with
an advisor contract passed by Cam-
pus Council Tuesday. The contract,
which passed with no dissenting or
absenting votes, requires the signa-
ture of all officers of the organiza-
tion, the group's advisor, and the
signature of the advisor's supervi-
sor, if the advisor is a College em-
ployee other than faculty or admin-
istrative staff.
The new contract requires advi-
sors to perform the following func-
tions:
Call meetings of the executive
board when heshe believes it is nec-
essary.
Explain College policy when
relevant to the discussion.
Explain and review College
policy to the entire membership at a
general meeting once a semester.
Schedule appointments with a
designated officer at least twice a
month.
Speak up during discussion when
heshe has relevant information.
Receive a copy of all official
College correspondence and all or-
ganization meeting agendas and
minutes.
Veto a decision when it violates
College policy
Phobia
Continued from front page
be accepted by the homosexual
movement until the AIDS epidemic
struck. "It is unfortunate that it took
AIDS to bring the homosexual and
bisexual communities together . But
itwas at this point that homosexuals
listened to bisexnah. For the first
time someone was listening to the
bisexual experience," she said.
Howard discussed her own expe
riences coming to terms with her
hi sexuality and how others, includ
ing roommates, have reacted to her
sexual orientation during her years
at Wooster. "I learned that my
friends loved me for who I am and
accepted that I am bisexual even if
they didn't understand it or agree
with it. I also learned that not every
one would like me, but I never imag
ined the hatred that some people
would inflict upon me simply be-
cause of my sexual preference."
The panel members tended to
agree that the audience was recep-
tive. Lewis said. "My sense was
that the audience reacted conge
nially. It was well received."
Jessica Nelson 97, co-direc- tor of
Lambda Wooster, said. "I was re-
ally glad that the discussion was so
well attended. It really seemed to
hold the aodience't attention for the
whole time. It was very encourag-
ing mat people were really listening
and learning."
--
. a. .
photo by ELIZABETH MADISON
Council searched for aa alternative to the word "Greek," Tuesday.
Represent the group in any con-
flicts with member of the College
staff.
In addition, the contract specifies
eight "negotiable expectations that
should be discussed between the ad-
visor and the organization,"
In a separate discussion. Council
considered searching for an accept-
able alternative tothewords "Greek"
and "Greeks" for use in regards to
C3ubandSectiomoncampus. Coun
cil was concerned with finding a
the unique qualities of Wooster's
system.
The idea has met with resistance
from the Inter-Gree- k Council, which
felt that "Greek" was the best de-
scription for clubs and sections, and
encouraged the admissions office to
consider a more accurate presenta-
tion of the system to prospective
students.
Both Campus Council and IGC
win present their sides of the debate
next week in the Viewpoints section
term thai would better communicate of the Voice.
Amnesty awareness
By SUSAN WTTTSTOCK
The plight ofpersons imprisoned
because ofpolitical or religious be-
liefs became a focus on campus this
week during Prisoners ofConscience
days Feb. 22 and 23. Wooster's
chapter of Amnesty International
sponsored several activites to raise
awareness and to incite students to
take action.
Three petitions were available in
Lowry during meals for students to
sign. Therewere approximately 173
signatures on each petition, accord-
ing to Gina Bombaci 95, president
of Amnesty. The petitions were for
prisoners of conscience in Turkey,
Pakistan and the former Yugoslavia
and win be sent to the government
"Writing letters is one of the main
activities of Amnesty," said
Bombaci. "Amnesty has an ur-ge- nt
action network where they send
infoon urgent cases to groups around
the world so hundreds of thousands
ofletters win pour into governments
to put pressure on them. The idea is
to get action."
"We get a newsletter that gives
updates. There are always mentions
of people who have been released.
It does, in many cases, have an ef-
fect," said Bombaci
Amnesty supports people tortured
or in danger of execution. Bombaci
explained that the people Amnesty
supports havebeen imprisoned, "for
a variety of reasons which are not
crimes including because of who
they are or what they believe. We
only work on cases who have not
used or advocated violence."
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS OFFICE
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS PLANNING TO
STUDY ABROAD IN THE FALL
Your Off-Camp- us Applications for IPO are due before spring break.
Program application! are due In the beginning of March.
DO NOT PROCRASr JATE...Y01TLL REGRET IT.
COMING IN MARCH: Representatives for Appalachian
semester and center for OverseasUndergraduate Programs (COUP) in Paris
Any questions, call Carolee Taipale at x2406
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'Guerrillas and grace'
ByJONSEZTZ
"How do we identify the particu-
lar form that sin may be taking in our
day and age?" asked Professor of
Pastoral Theology BradBinao, open-
ing his talk on "Guerrillas of Grace
in a Cynical World," part of the
Clergy Academy series. Binau's
goal was to address the attitude of
cynicism that exists within society
and in the Church.
Binau answered this question, cit-
ing cynicism as the primary form
that sin takes in our society. Ac-
cording to Binau, cynicism has had
a profound impact on society in re-
cent years. Since Watergate, many
Americans have lost faith in our
govemment and politicians.
According to Binau, cynicism
exists throughout our society, par-
ticularly in areas such as talk radio,
the government, and churches. Asa
pastoral care expert, this prompted
Binau to ask the question, "What
does it mean to care for one another
maworldwhere cynicism infects os
ill?" Binan stated that while skep-
ticism, criticism or realism could
lead to some constructive results,
cynicism is entirely destructive. He
defined cynicism as the tool oTeer-leaders- ,"
which runs contrary to the
Christian beliefs.
Binau illustrated how the prob-
lem of cynicism harms many as-
pects of modem 'Mxictyv ;He
plained that cynicism harms both
the cynic and all others. "And my
word toyou concerning them is this:
love them, for they of all people
desperately need to be loved. Some-
thing terrible has happened to them
to sour their spirits," he said. "Love
them, but love tbem as you would
love a person with a deadly commu-
nicable disease, for theirs is a sad
spiritual malady, highly contagious
and potentially foal to the individual
and communal spirit." Cynics, ac-
cording to Binan, can be found in
ourselves as well as in our govern-
ments, workplaces and campuses.
Binau feels that some people fre-
quently resort to the exact opposite
of cynicism, an attitude that he re-f-en
to as "credulity." He believes
that frequently politicians paint an
excessively rosy picture, and are
unwilling to examine life realisti-
cally.
According to Binau, "the modern
champion of credulity was Ronald
Reagan, but credulity is hardly a
trait unique to him or his political
party. I think bom major parties are
captivated by credulity and this ac-
counts for the rise ofan increasingly
cynical electorate that now seem
hell-be- nt on throwing the bums out
every other term so as to furnish the
political system with a heavy dose
ofrealties. Well, somuch for credu-
lity."
.
To confront the cynicism prob-
lem, Binau draws from TedLoder's
book "Guerrillas of Grace." Ac-
cording to Loder, guerrillas have
four traits. First, "guerrillas are a
weaker force set against a more su-
perior power." Secondly, "guerril-
las are engaged in the battle to re-
claim territory.".. The third trait is .
that guerrillas work in groups. Fi-
nally, "guerrillas are always more
confidant than they are desperate."
Binau says that each ofthese con-
cepts enables Christians to battle
cynicism in a way that is neither
naive nor self-righteo- us. In the end,
the Chria" must fight a battle
Center for Overseas Undergraduate Programs
Year and Semester Programs in Paris
INFORMATION SESSION
Wednesday, March 8
11 a.m. -- 1 p.m.
Lowry Center Lobby
Applications are now being accepted for the Fall '95
semester and for the 1 995-9-6 academic year.
As a COUP student you will be able to:
Design a course of studies matching your academic needs
--Choose from offerings at the University of Paris, at specialized
instSutes, or from our own courses
Have the option of staying wfth a French family or making your
own housing arrangements
For further information come to:
Lowry Center Lobby
Wednesday, March 8 from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
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which differs from any common war.
"Guerrillas arepeople who are will-
ing to die for the canse, and so each,
ifwe warn to be part ofmis guerrilla
movement, need to be asking, 'what
kind of death am I willing to suffer
as a guerrilla of grace in order that
the world might become a more
hopeful, trusting, less violent
place?" said Binau. He continued,
"What keeps us going is the belief
thai the reign ofGod ultimately will
prevail and it is simply foolish to be
on die side of anything else."
Binau sought to explain cynicism
by examining some of its roots. He
said that"cynicism" b derived from
a Greek: word; it comes from the
word for dog. Cynics were those
who subscribed to the motto "want
nothing lack nothing." They sought
to free themselves of all inhibitions,
believing that human beings ex-
pected too much of others. In de-
scribing these cynics, he said,
"They thought that human beings
should give up their great expecta-
tions and become entirely natural,
and so they practiced even the most
private ofbodily functions, of every
sort, in public You can let your
imaginations ran wildand its all true
just like the dogs did because the
more natural the better it seemed
to make good sense."
Binau claims that this acceptance
and pessimism came from a society
in which slavery, deportation and
destruction were common. Society
dealt with this by lowering its ex-
pectations to very low levels. In
contrast, be cited the example of
Paul, who dealt with problems in a
much better way. Despite all of the
problems and difficulties in his life,
he continued to have hope and faith.
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' Far more information
Forensics team ranked
ninth in Ohio circuit
By AARON RUPERT
Feb. 18 was another victorious
day for the Forensics team as they
were officially ranked 9th overall
on the Ohio circuit. "It's a real
honor," said Megan Goldman '95,
student coach and participant, "fora
school this size to be ranked, con-
sidering how many people we have
compared to the state schools."
The tournament went less well for
the team, with no Wooster competi-
tors making the final rounds. In the
last four weeks, the team haspartici-pate- d
in three speech meets. Vari-
ous team members were finalists in
the first two, and Goldman won first
place in the third.
As a result of this success, many
team members have qualified for
competition in Nationals. Toqualify
participants must place first, sec-
ond, or third in a local tournament.
Heather Wilson and Debbie
Jacobson '98s qualified for Nation-
als at their first speech meet in Sep-
tember, winning third place in Dra-mat- ic
Interpretation, or Duo. In
Duo, two speakers read a scene from
a work of theater. Goldman quali--
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fied in Prose, reading a piece by
writer Carol Muske-Duke- i.
Goldman and Joni Cossaboom '96
have also qualified in Duo, winning
third place during a meet at the Uni-
versity ofAkron. Julie Yeager '97
qualified in Prose and Poetry. Na-
tionals are being held in Ypsilann,
Michigan, April 13 to April 17.
The forensics team has been trav-
eling the Ohio Forensics Associa-
tion circuit, competing with other
colleges in Ohio during weekend
speech meets. There have been
tough tournaments all year," said
Goldman when asked about the level
ofcompetition. Regardless ofevent,
each competitor is judged on the
quality of their speaking and com-
munications skills.
Student coaching is the most
unique feature of the forensics team.
"We are the only student coached
team on the Ohio circuit," said
Goldman, "while other schools
have faculty members whose job it
is to coach." The team has been self-coach- ed
for some time, with stu-
dents helping other students prepare
speeches. Marion Sharp acts as
program assistant for the team.
NOW LEASING
For SoButcr 1995 k School Year 1995-9-6
SAVE
$10 per month rent
if you sign lease before Spring Break
5 bedroom house
NEAR C.O.W. CAMPUS
INCLUDES STOVE REFRIGERATOR
DISHWASHER DISPOSAL WASHER
DRYER I in BATHS 5 SPACIOUS!
BEDROOMS 1 LARGE UVINGROOMS
BASEMENT PORCHES FRONT
BACK (ENCLOSED)
1-800-97-
7-0282
lltoUDOcfHi)
ill0
Scholarships
Fellowships
Grants
Loans
Internships
Cooperative Work-Stud- y Programs
Computerized
Report within 48 hrs.
Computer Gives the Details
345-622- 3
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two days." said Metz.
Throughout the week, SADD has
a display on the bottom level of
Lowry ,with true stories from people"
on the campus affected by drunk
driving. These stories are personal
and give many individuals' reasons
for joining SADD.
Yesterday, SADD ran a program
in Wagner Hall to increase campus
awareness about
drunk driving.
At 7:30 tonight.
SADD is spon-
soring a pizza
party in Lowry
119. Renee
Grogg '97, the
other co-presid- ent
of SADD.
said to "bring a
buck" to partici
pate. On Saturday, SADD is spon-
soring a party in The Underground.
SADD was farmed inNovember.
"Drunk driving is a priority in both
of our lives." said Grogg. "I was hit
by a drunk driver, and Molly did
SADD in high school." According
to the co-preside- nts, forming this
organization was notas hard as they
expected. The numbers are big.and
the people really care." said Metz.
"There was notaprecedent for this,"
she continued, "and SADD is not
common oncollege campuses, but it
was not hard to get together and we
hope it will be around for a long
time."
SADD's next focus will be on
community outreach programs, such
as working with local high schools
and encouraging people to use des-
ignated drivers if needed.
Anyone interested in joining
SADD should contact Metz.
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Community panel discusses Wooster 's growth
By NICOLE COWARD
How has development affected
the city of Wooster? Thij was the
topic addressed by a forum spon-
sored by the NEW Leadership for
Women seminar ofRutgers Univer-
sity entilled "When Wal-Ma- rt Came
to Wooster." The forum was hosted
by Renee Snyder 96 and Candice
Washington 97. the two students
sent to the NEW seminar.
Professor of Political Science
Karen Becfcwith introduced the fo-
rum. She listed the reasons wby de-
velopment was chose as the issue to
be addressed by theJorum. "First,
this a an issue ofcominually press-
ing concern." Beckwith said. "An-
other reason is mac this is an issue
not restricted to Wooster. We can
see development as a concern on a
national leveL This is also an issue
of citizen participation, which is
important in the values of
SADD week
educates campus
By AARON RUPERT
On Monday. 63 people dressed in
black and lived m silence for a day
to kick off a week-lon- g series of
activites designed lo promote drunk
driving awareness. SADD. one of
the newest organizations on cam-
pus, sponsored the events.
Monday was Ghost Day. The 63
students who
elected to par-
ticipate were to
symbolize those
killed in drunk
driving acci-
dents every day.
Those in black
were not to
speak unless
called upon by a
professor.
"When our group got together, we
were throwing aronnd ideas and that
one just popped out." said MoQy
Metz 97. co-presid- ent of SADD.
Dana Brownstehv98 is a member
ofSADD and was one of the ghosts.
"I thought it was very effective in
terms of making our presence known
to at least part of the campus, and
making a statement," she said,
"There are things we could have
done more effectively. The next time
we do it. we are planning more pub-
licity and an orientation session for
the ghosts, telling them what they
can and cannot do."
Prom Monday through Wednes-
day, SADD ran a table outside of
Lowry to promote stricter drunk
driving laws. This table had letters
to sign encouraging the state legis-
lature and Governor Voinovich to
increase the penalties for drunk driv-
ing. "We got 500 letters signed in
Snyder presented the results of a
mail-i-n survey sent to 68 citizens
andreturnedby 34. Snyderrevealed
that the responses showed "a desire
for more activities for teenagers and
college students as well as mid-to-low-c-ost
housing; an aversion to
casinos and gambling, establish-
ments serving liquor, adult enter-
tainment, strip malls and fast food;
arid agreement that the citizens have
an adequate voice in development
but that not enonghritizera use this."
The panel was composed of five
women from the community: Linda
Bromund, member of the Wooster
Planning Commission; Inefl Keller
and Barbara Hustwit, members of
city council; Barbara BurneH. pro-
fessor ofeconomics and member of
WoostersZoning Board ofAppeals;
and Louise Keating, attorney at
Keating Law Offices.
Bromund presented her point of
view from the workings of the plan-
ning commission. "We try to make
"SADD is not common
on college campuses,
but it was not hard to
get together and we
hope it win be around
for a long tune."
Molly Metz '97
decisions about growth that will be
best for the community," she said.
"The corrrprehensive plan for devel-
opment that the commission turns
out is a general policy that attempts
to protectresidential areas androads
while still allowing for growth."
Keller discussed her beliefs on
the benefits of development versus
the costs. "Wooster has changed
dramatically in the past 10 years,"
she said. "This isn't all bad. but of
course there are costs. We want to
try to prevent Wooster from beoom-in-g
another sprawling, 'cookie-cutt- er
suburb.'" According to Keller,
the most important priority of de-
velopment should be "housing that
will meet the needs ofall economic
classes."
Hustwitcommented on how deci-sio- ns
are made by the planning com-
mission: To paraphrase a cam-
paign slogan, 'It's theeconomy, stu-
pid." In discussing the pros and
cons of development, Hustwit said.
"Development brings jobs and tax
dollars, but it also brings the cost of
roads,building, and utilities. Unfor-
tunately, considering mat the devel-
opment of the Wal-Ma-rt area pro-
vided mostly minimum-wag- e jobs,
the benefits ofaddedjobs have been
rather minute."
Bumell discussed the various con-
cerns that had been Drought up by
those resisting the Wal-Ma- rt devel-
opment. "First, the environmental
concerns, such as the water table.
Those concerns are still with us.
Then there is the traffic congestion,
which has definitely been realized.
Others worried about aesthetics,
which is of course debatable. Few
would probably call the Wal-Ma-rt
area particularly aesthetically pleas-ing.TwocoTKerns.fonnnatery- .have
not been realized: the possibility of
a decline ofdowntown business and
the possibility that Wooster's popu-lati- on
is not big enough to support a
Wal-Ma- rt. Businesses downtown
have increased in both diversity and
specification rather than dying out
And the national Wal-Ma-rt reputa-
tion of high quality and low prices
have given the area agreatdemand."
Keating began by admitting her
two-prong- ed bias regarding devel-
opment: "As a life-lo-ng resident of
Wooster.Ihaveabit ofnostalgia for
the 'old Wcoster.' On theotherhand,
I have to say I enjoy the conve-
nience of the shopping areas closer
to home." Keating then debated
"strict planning and freedom of ac-
tion." She believes mat in regards to
the comprehensive plan for devel-
opment, "We should limit the plan
as little as possible,because you just
can't ten what might come up."
Keating closed by saying,"We miss
the farmlands now, but I look for-
ward to that time 50 years from now
when we'll feel nostalgic for Wal-Mar- t."
A question-and-answ- er session
followed the presentation.
EILECTOTE
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Wooster Insight
Drunk driving is College problem
The only thing more shocking then the number ofpeople killed everyday
by drank drivers is the number of Wooster students who drive under the
influence of alcohol and other drugs. We support the efforts of Students
Against Drunk Driving to increase awareness and to educate the campus
community.
Students have to stop drinking and driving. Period. Too many students
choose convenience over safety. Whether ithoeernmscnaSatrnxlayiiignt
or Wednesday night down at Digger's, many Wooster students still insist
on driving drunk or riding with friends who have been drinking.
It is obvious Wednesday night is a party night at Wooster. We suggest
offering more mid-we- ek activities with and without alcohol to keep
students from venturing offcampus in search ofgood times. A Wednesday
nightparty at the Underground, wima
drinking. Instead, it would face the reality of student behavior and offer
safer alternatives to the current sitnation,
SGA must reform
The Student Government Association serves many functions for the
campus, from providing funding for various organizations, to organizing
community service projects, to representing stnderttconcenis to the admin
istration, faculty and community. Every student has the right to expect
efficient, assertive, concerned and active representation.
By these standards, examining the recent performance of SGA reveals
problems which need to be addressed prior to and during the next election.
SGA, of late, has demonstrated its inefficiency concerning knowledge of
meeting procedures. It has not been assertive for the benefit of the student
body regarding the recent election of four sophomores to the Senate. The
SGA postponed a decision to amend it constitution, forcing the candidates.
andttepublk,mtoapowerlessposition. The resolution ofthe situation was
achieved through compromise, but at what cost?
The SGA needs to address these problems in efficiency seriously if it
w...r... igpxpectsto(3suneamc
These views represent the majority views of the editorial
board and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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Alcohol is a
problem
Regarding the Feb. 10 Speak Your
Mind section. I read, with troubled
disbelief, students responses to the
,question4f they, felt, alcohotxon-- .
surnpckwasaprobtenioncjunpus.i
Seven out of eight students re-
sponded "no," offering various,
vague rationalizations, some, per-
haps due to naivete.
I strongly disagree with their de-
nial; I have dealt with multiple
alcohol related incidents involving
College of Wooster students over
the years.
I am a nurse in the local emer-
gency department and have taken
careofacutely intoxicated students,
brought to the facility by well-mean-- mg
friends requesting aquk detoxi-
fication fix - there is no such thing!
I've dealt with head injuries from
"slam dancing," lacerations from
breaking windows, sprained ankles
from falling down, depression reac-
tions from relationship break-up- s,
potential conditions for sexual as-
sault, just to name a few.
Achievement ofpersonal and aca-
demic satisfaction is hindered, too
often for some students, by exces-
sive alcohol consumption and the
multiple turbulences it can create:
physically, menially and financially.
Alcohol induced illnesses result in
class absenteeism, dismissal of per-
sonal agendas, anxiety in lacking
potential, costly medical care. . . the
list goes on.
Legal issues often arise from un--
der-ag- e drinking and destruction of
college property.
I'm hoping my observations will
be acknowledged and students will
act responsibly when engaging in
alcohol consumption by limiting
their intake, monitoring peer's in--
Letters
take and seeking assistance if alco-
hol appears to pose a problem.
LENNI HOWELL
Wooster, Ohio
Iboqiiickto
criticize SGA?
In response to Mr. Wachs' recent
column about the SGA, I would like
to ask a few questions. Have you
ever taken the SGA bus to Cleve-
land for a flight, or kept something
in storage over break? Have you
ever had questions abouthaving stu-
dents involved in the Presidential
search, or questioned the lack of
parking on campus?
These are services that the SGA
provides (which would otherwise
not be available), and questions that
the SGA brings to the administra-
tion on behalf of the student body.
Contrary to Mr. Wachs' contention,
these affect students on a daily
basis. Mr. Wachs seems tobe pretty
quick to criticize the SGA, bow-eve- r,
I do not recall seeing him at
any of the meetings to find out what
really goes on. Due to space limita-
tions I am notable torefuteall of the
attacks that Mr. Wachs made on the
SGA(andImightaddthathedidnot
provide any solutions to problems
be sees). However, I think it most
important that the necessity of the
SGA be brought forth.
Last week Mr. Wachs wrote,
"What good does the SGA do, and
do we need it?" When you get right
down to it, the SGA provides a great
deal for this campus without much
surpori from the student body. This
lack of support can be seen quite
easily in the lack of student turn out
for the SGA elections. There is a
definite feeling of apathy on this
campus when it comes to challeng-
ing the administration and fighting
for what we as students want If
something is unsatisfactory on cam-
pus, we as students will complain
about it at the lunch table, perhaps
write an editorial to the Voice, or at
last resort talk to someone in the
SGA. " Since a large majority f
students are not willing to take the
time to address the problems that
face the campus, the SGA ensures
that student opinions are heard. This
is an invaluable service of the SGA.
I also believe that the SGA is good
for dealing with student complaints
efficiently and effectively.
As a chairman of two ad hoc com-
mittees (Billing and Student Em-
ployment) I have had the opportu-nit- y
to take student concerns in these
two areas to administration. Even
though Ihave not been able to change
all of the problems that were ad-
dressed, we have beard student opin-
ions, made improvements, and win
continue to seek new solutions. I
will be the first to admit that the
SOA is not perfect, but it is made up
of dedicated students who help the
campus in many ways. IfMr. Wachs
is truly interested in finding the most
efficient and productive system for
creating change on campus, and not
just lambasting the SGA because it
isapopular target of late, perhaps he
ought to at least attend an SGA meet-
ing. He can also talk with one ofhis
representatives about issues that be
thinks should be addressed before
he questions the necessity of the
SGA. He wmfmd that if he makes
an effbrt to inform us ofproblems he
has experienced we will have a much
better chance of solving those prob-
lems.
JASON MYCOFF '91
SOPHOMORE SENATOR
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Speak Your Mind: Responses compiled by NICOLE COWARDPhotos by BEN WACHS
What were your impressions ofAdvising Day?
....
CHRIS SPTLLMANN 97
I went to the physics workshoop,
and it was good because it showed
me my options.
i
J. s?
ERIC KRAUZA '97
It was very beneficial to me, be-
cause I haven't decided on a major,
and ntfrTiriing th. intern at imml rela-
tions workshop belpem me under-
stand the requirements.
The many joys of room draw
The dreaded room draw approacheth! At-
tempting to get a handle on students' attitudes
about the draw, never having gone through it
myself, I sent out a Broad-Lie-n
Haver cast messa8e w&x the bia--
tandy leading question, "Is
anyone pissed off about the
way the college does room draw and want to
talk to me about it for an article I'm writing?''
I scooped a lot of interesting attitudes this
way.
The sense of many respondents was that
room draw is biased against sophomores. A
sophomore in Andrews, who prefers ano-
nymity, lold me his room was "very good as a
sophomores go," but that he had to be"sneaky"
to get it. A sophomore in Annington named
Mark Zickefoose wrote that he thought "90
percent of the sophomore class is stuck in the
basements."
All classes should be in the same general
room draw. Perhaps an affinnative-actio-n
style system could be put in place whereby a
few more of the plum rooms are distributed to
the lower classes each year, until all the classes
finally have an equal chance to get the best
rooms. Every class would have an equal
chance of getting the worst rooms, too. of
course. However, it would be irrelevant be-
cause no year would be forced to bear the
brunt of unfavorable discrimination, and thus
couldn't expect to reap any favorable dis-
crimination in return.
Another complaint was how program-in-tere- st
and derm-intere- st often conflict. Mark
said he knew people who wanted to be in the
Chemical Free program "just to be in
Kenarden." (Those people must have been
slightly irked: Chemical Free ended up in
Stevenson.) Babcock. being a "nice" dorm in
most people's opinion, was a significant
anractor for the International Program, junior
David Sadd, another Broadcast respondent,
said. Although students seem to really like
the programs, there were some complaints.
An anonymous source, a junior female
Douglass resident, had many comments about
the Arts and Humanities program. "I like it
here, but the school isn't real supportive of
programs, sometimes." anonymous-in-Dougla- ss
said. "We have videos and volun-
teering and trips, yet we have no VCR for our
TV and we have to rent cars Cor transport".!,
think that if the college approached programs
with the intention to meet every student initia-ti- ve
halfway, instead of allocating monolithic
grants, it would improve the programs
emensely. It would reward the most creative
programs, and nudge the less productive pro-
grams to get moving. Programs should also
Dedorm-independen-L Kenarden could house
the Chemical Free, Arts and Humanities, and
Quiet programs on a rotating basis. Dorm
rotation would help squelch dorm envy, and
program stereotyping. Fewer students would
join these programs contingently if the dorm
the program was in that year was randomized,
or at least on a regular rotation. Douglass
resident Ben Perez's altitude that"It would be
nice to know your general room draw num-
ber before you have to accept or decline
bousing in Douglass or Babcock," exempli-
fies the contingent attitude many students
have regarding the programs. They want to
see whether they can get a better room in the
general room draw. On the other hand, stu-
dents should have the opportunity to stay in a
dorm they like whether they want to partici-
pate in that dorm's "adopted" program or not.
More rooms in Douglass, Babcock, and
Kenarden should be in the general room draw.
Finally, Mark Zickefoose made a typical
comment about the dorms themselves: 1
wouldn't have much complaint if they would
keep all of the rooms at an average level of
comfort, notacell block hereand the Waldorf-Astor- ia
there." Every room on campus, and
every hallway, should have a carpet There
isn't much that can be done about room size,
butcarpeting. paint, and other basics shouldn't
be ignored by the college. Improving the
rooms would help ameliorate complaints about
room draw.
Ben Bayer is a columnist for the Voice.
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MICHELE HAYWARD 98
Advising Day gave me me opportu-
nity to get to know the math prof es-so- rs
as people. Having a day off has
also helped ease the work load.
LIZ HANS BURG '98
My math prof, told me the require-
ments and course offerings so I could
choose what I wanted to take. Itwill
be nice not to have to worry about
what clary I will take for my major
when I plan my schedule.
JENNIFER SEAMAN 95
N3ce to have a day off, but overall I
Juo't know if it'd be as helpful as
individual meetings with advisors
would be.
MARLIN TAZEWELL 96
I have free time to do work!
New leadership for a new era
The NAACP re-buli- ds confidence in itself
Not that anybody asked me, but I am all in
favor of the National Association for the
Advancment of Colored People's (NAACP)
recent electionBenjamin Wachs ofMyriieEvers- -
TjWflliaaata
chair of its executive board. I wasn't asked
about this because, to put it kindly, my name
is not well known to members of the NAACP
board, nor am I considered a leading voice in
media commentary by the nation's policy
makers. The NAACP board didn't ask me, in
essence, for the same reasons that Newt
Gingrinch didn't consult with me about this
contract thing. Still, what I think of the
NAACPs new chair is extremely important,
because it is people like me,and you, who will
ultimately determine if the NAACP will con-
tinue to serve as the nation's leading civil
rights organization. It is grubby little people
like us who will decide if the NAACP will
survive into the next century. We are so
important, despite our individual madeqnicies
(and don't think people haven't been talking)
because the NAACP's recent troubles have
not been in the courtroom, where it is still a
force to be reckoned with, but in popular
Cfinion,wbereitisajoke. It has been a joke
for fifteen months, when the Rev. Benjamin
Chavis stepped up as die NAACP's executive
head, and we discovered that the same organi-zatio- n
that had brought us marches on Wash-
ington, affirmative action and needed court
battles was now bringing us cronyism, al-
leged sexual harrasment and the expectation
that everybody should get cozy with Louis
Farrakhan and bis on-aga- in off--again circus
of anti-Semitis- m. It was a little disquieting,
sort of like discovering that the same govern-
ment which brought us Graham Rodman bad
also brought us Strom Thurmond. The result
of this, of course, was that the American
people began to treat the NAACP with the
same disdain we usually reserve for the House
of Representatives. Without us, the people
who were supposed to be civil to each other,
a civil rights organization hasn't got much to
do. While sitting on its haunches trying to
cope with its leadership problems, the face of
civil rights in this country began to change,
supporting Proposition 1 87. and making noise
againstafSrmidveaction. It is onlynow, with. --
helectioa of fcfyrtie E vera-WiUia- ms to the
diair ofthe Executive Board. thM theNAACP
is beginning to address that change. That
means it's time for fickle little people like you
and me to start, once again, to support one of
the few organizations that can actually reform
itself.
Reform, of course, is never easy. The
NAACP has yet to shake trie debt that Chavis
left it with, has to appoint a new executive
director, and has other internal problems too.
These will require know-ho- w to solve. No
one doubts mat Ms. Evers-Willia- ms has that:
her record, after working with Los Angeles'
$400 million budget in the late 80s, speaks for
itself. The NAACP's real test will be to find
its vision of civil rights for the next millenia.
Now, with the very concept of affirmative
action under attack and a great public uncer-
tainty as to whether or not the problems of
racial tensions can ever be solved in a multi-
racial society, a new vision is needed, and a
new dialogue must begin. What is the placeof
a civil rights organization in a country that is
becoming increasingly unfriendly to affirma-
tive action and integration, two of the staples
ofcivil rights as they have been defined over
the last 30 years? Those aren't easy qoes-tions,but- so
far Ms. Evers-WiHia- ms has proven
refreshingly willing to not abandon the old
while still exploring the new, and to not try to
reform the nation until after she has reformed
the NAACP. The least we can do is support
those who are wise enough to clean their own
house before they take on the neighbors'. If
the federal government had half as much self-impos- ed
urge to reform itself as the NAACP
has shown, we might not solve the welfare
debate, but we'd have a balanced budget for
sure.
Benjamin Wachs is Viewpoints editor for
the Voice.
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Douglass Hall: the people make the difference
Laughter andfamily attract great diversity ofpeople to Humanities program
By RACHEL POPE
Its time to decide where to live
again., and so to helpyouout.Mbe
taking a look at two of the most
popular program dorms on cam-
pus: Douglass Hall, home to the
Humanities and Sciences Program;
and Babcock Hall, which houses
the International Program. This
week am examining Douglass, but
be sure to check out next week's
paper for an article on Babcock.
"People sleep in other dorms. In
Douglass, they tend to hang out,"
said David Brown '96, on why he
loves living in Douglass.
Which explains the number of
people, including Alex Clark '96,
who don't live in Douglass-bu- t al-
ways seem to be in the lounge.
There are people who pay $6.00
in dorm dues, because they're so
much a part ofdie dorm and people
who talk and study and daydream
in Douglass. Sometimes they even
sleep there.
Clark says that at one time she
slept in the lounge so often she
carried an alarm dock with her.
The lounge is central toDouglass. .
Browa.aaiainiilgtit net represent?
the Douglass spirit. According to
him, the lounge fosters both intel-
lectual conversation and camara-
derie.
Ruth Berry 95, Susan McGowan
'95 and Clint Thayer '96 said the
great sense of community that
makes Douglass special stems from
the lounge.
But there is life outside of the
lounge, and the close-kn-it atmo-
sphere still exists.
Nathan Barr '98 said, "There is a
sense of community here, and al-
though that might be developed in
the lounge, it carries over to the
whole dorm."
Jon Peaibone 95 said that com-
munity spirit sets Douglass apart
from other dorms. The whole dorm
is like a family. Notjust fourrooms
or half a hallway, the whole dorm."
And this feeling offamily what
does it consist of? Unconditional
Has the social scene
By JENNIFER SCHUPSKA
"There's nothing to do on cam-
pus. ... We never meet any new
people. ... Wooster students are so
cliquey." The decades have passed,
but these current student complaints
are similar to those voiced by stu-
dents in the past The following
article, which dealt with the social
situation at the College in the 1950s,
was written by Stn Awbrey for toe
Feb. 7. 19S8 issue of The Wooster
love? Acceptance?
Jesse Elmore 97 said, "You can
be freaky and not worry about it"
Adrienne Barille '97 added, "People
are accepting here." Then Jesse was
flippant; "Or maybe they just look
the other way."
Whatever it is, people are accepted.
I imagine one has tobe pretty accept-
ing in a Humanities and Sciences
dorm. After all, it covers such a
broad range of interests.
Robin Ray '98 commented,
"There's such an intriguing mix of
people here: computer science ma-
jors, English majors, art majors, bi-
ology majors." And if to prove her
point, two minutes later a math ma-
jor, a music major and a bio-che- m
major burst into the room.
However, there is acommon thread
among Douglassites. The common
thread, Thayer nottf, is creativity.
Wonderful, this sense of family.
Yet, it was also said to be the worst
part about living in Douglass.
Pettibone said, like family, liv-
ing with people so closely can be
annoying. The gossip can be really
bad. Sometimes you don't want ev-
eryone to know your problems."
.. Heather Rowell 98 said. "People.
w Douglass am be-- natty cliqueyr
They don't associate with people ont-si- de
of the dorm."
AmehaSutton 97agreed. "People
exclude other people in this dorm.
The whole lounge thing can be really
annoying." she said.
Krista Leidinger '98 and Nathan
Barr '98, although both are fond of
Douglass, haw decided not to return
to Douglass next year because
Douglass can be too safe.
Leidinger said, 1 like Douglass
and I'm comfortable here, but be-
cause its socomfortable Idon'tget to
know a lot of people outside of the
dorm, so I need to leave."
She also added that the reputation
for being strange with which
Douglassites are saddled is annoy-
ing because of its invalidity.
Not that members in Douglass
aren't involved outside of the dorm.
In fact, in my first weeks at school, it
seemed to me that I couldn't go any- -
Voice. Awbrey was the Social Chair-
man of the Senate, and was a Voice
staff writer.
"O. these are barren tasks, too hard
to keep Not to see ladies, study,
fast, not sleep!"
Shakespeare observed what to
many applies to modern Wooster,
where social life is often criticized.
This "flat treason 'gainst the kingly
state of youth" is the subject of much
discussion on our campus. As chair
J iTX
Douglas Hall, home to the Humanities and Sciences housing program,
which residents may participate.
where without running into some-
one from Douglass.
The program in Douglass attracts
active people. After all, living in
Douglass requires that a resident
participate in one of eight commit-
tees.
The Historian Committee is in
charge of the bi-ann- ual slide show.
The Sunshine committee is in
charge of putting up birthday signs
and calendar of events.
Special Events plans trips outside
of the dorm; the Social Committee
plans events inside the dorm.
The Recycling Committee usu-
ally tries to facilitate recycling.
The New Letter puts out "The
Installer," a collection of poetry,
segmented romance, and fiction, to
keep us entertained in the bathroom.
The Programming Committee
helps schedule fireside chats; the
Douglass Community Service Co
at Wooster
man ofthe SocMBoanUwiB herein
express my feelings toward the so-
cial lifeas we find itin 1958, includ-
ing both good and bad aspects. First,
I would like to enumerate recent
progress made. The Social Board,
devised two years ago to ease the
work load ofthe Senate, has control
over the all-colle- ge social program,
including such activities as Home-
coming, Color Day, etc. We have
maintained the popular all-sch- ool
dances. We have been able to im
operative is a volunteer organiza-
tion.
These committees may or may
not add to the sense of family in
Douglass, but they do add to the
sense of fun. Douglass is home to
Progressive Snacks, Hop Hing and
Cheesy Eighties Movies Nights; a
Snipe Hunt; Big Hair Night; Bands
in the Basement; and the renewed
SpudFesL
Then there's FizzbaH, the game in
which you hit soda cans with the I.S.
ax handle, currently in the posses-
sion of Thayer.
There's also Douglass Sound Sys-
tems, where everyone puts there ra-
dios in the quad side windows and
plays 90.9 full blast out the window
for five minutes.
There are spontaneous trips to
Canada.
Amy Bailey '97, Barille and
Elmore added "Dancing Tag in the
really changed?
prove the quality of Senate movies
by expanding to cinema-scop-e
showings, and have acquired a new
projector and sound system. Prob-
ably most important, the Social
Board has sponsored numerous "stag
dances," which have been very well
attended and have given students an
opportunity to go somewhere other
than our overcrowded Union.
The stag dances, informally con-
ducted, have been the cornerstone
of this year's social program, which
photo by RACHEL POPE
offers a variety of activities in
Quad" to the list, as they gotup and
danced around the room to demon-
strate.
Further motivations for living in
Douglass? Pettirx)ne cites the "worst
Softball team on 'the face of the
planet," as a plus! -
Leidinger mentions the marble
bathroom in the basement; Joe Allen
'97 notes the relative soberness of
the dorm as a bonus.
Rowell said, "One thing I like
about Douglass is that it never smells
like beer, and there's never throwup
in the stairwell. It's quiet too, so it 's
easy to study."
Ray said, "The attic's cool. It has
great resonance." She sings in the
attic.
Other people play tennis in the
attic, or paint there. They rehearse
and study there. I've played hackey
sack there, painted walls there and
laughed there.
is designed to emphasize the non-dati- ng
aspects to give men and
women a chance to meet on com-
mon ground without having a for-
mal date. This is perhaps our great-
est social problem: we just don't
mix.
Coed dining, when inaugurated
five years ago, was supposed to solve
all the problems of boy-meets-- ghi
and vice versa. Unasnot succeeded.
please see SCENE, page 8
Pate 8
Communications honor society
By JENNIFER SCHUPSKA
The Lambda chapter of Lambda
Pi Ett, the national commanicabon
bonor society, was reinstated this
yearatWooster by commonications
majors and Denise Bostdorff, pro-
fessor of communication.
The newly-reestablish- ed organi-
zation recently elected officers, in-
cluding Cecily Fluke 95. president,
Erik Sosa "97, rice president. Trick
The music men
Orchestra plays 'Misty'for us
t i
Smim.secretary.andJoshHolian
"95, dob reporter.
Members met Tuesday in Wishart
105, which was convened this year
to a commonications lounge, and
discussed such topics as the possi-
bility ofattending an upcoming na-
tional conference, and how best to
use the new lounge. One idea pro-
posed for the room was to store
information about possible intern-
ships there, where it is easily acces
pboto by ANDY VELLENGA
"1 coald have daaced all Bight, and still have begged for store.
" Marveniag at how diflereat Lowry looked as a baUroosi
rather thaa a diaiag kaJO, stadeats, facalty and staff danced
but Satarday Bight away at Whiter Gala, a Wooster traditioa.
Cay LosBbardVs Royal Caaadlaa Orchestra, led by Al Plersoa
esitertaiaed as with old standards aad sew atrocities: Achy
Breaky Heart aayoae?
Applications for 1 995
ISOC
(International Student Orientation Carvnittee)
and
soc
(Student Orientation Committee)
are available Feb. 27
Rdc yrjui up and Lcary Front Desk, the Dean's Offica
or the 0f5c of Infl Sudani A,5ain
The Wooster Voice Feature
sible to majors.
I think it would be nice to have
something here that lists where ma-
jors have gone, to form a contact
network for students," commented
Holian.
Also among the topics discussed
were the possibility of holding a
picnic for communications majors,
with senior recognition included in
the program, and the planning of
initiation for Lambda Pi Eta's new
Scene
continued from page 7
certain group paoemor small circle,
and after a certain period in our
school career (usually in the fresh-
man year) we just stop trying to
meet new people. Take a look at
Kenardea and Babcock evening
dining, where "coed dining" con-
sists of some segregated tables of
men and women.
Also, the girls at Wooster appar-
ently have some aversion to leav-
ing dorms on a weekend evening
unless they have a date. The stag
dances try to curb this attitude by
grvmgthecoedsaplacelogo. After
all, how is a ghi going to meet any
new fellows ifthe doesn't make the
effort?
And bow about aU those "herds"
of girls that move across campus?
A poor fellow feels overwhelmed
with too many women around, and
then girls wonder why they are
neglected.
On the other side, Wooster men
are also rather backward. Too of-
ten the men don'tmake the effort to
go out; their greatest pastime is to
fun.n.t.i ainiTL l.MjUlHi.tjll
Taysfci
3
h. jn, IwUi
kar- - i
HPY I
- ........ ...
reinstated
members.
In addition to these programs,
students currently are trying to de-
cide on a new name to call the
chapter on campus, m order fc avoid
such as Lambda Wooster and the
Pi Kappa club. Holian said, "We
don't want lo put ourselves in any
Htwf ofconfusion. It doesn't mat-
ter with which group."
"They're trying to make com--
rationalize Wooster coeds rightoff
the map. There's always the "ghi
back home" or the common "I
wouldn't go out with any of these
females around here!" etc. It is a
vicious cycle based more on lazi-
ness and prejudice than on actual
campus dating experience.
Another problem is lack of fa-
cilities. Wejustdon'thave enough
places on campus where a couple
can sit quietly and simply talk (or
even indulge in oaVr activities).
Autos are curtailed, the stadium is
terribly overcrowded in spring and
fall, and our dorms certainly afford
no privacy.
Surely the projected Student
Union must help alleviate tins prob-
lem.
Chaperones are another head-
ache, and wJjo is to blame?. After
twd'yearV ochis7acury0,
couples I am convinced that the
students are much at fault, simply
by not observing the proper social
graces. How often faculty get Fri-
day phone calls for a Saturday
dance, and how often they are ig-
nored at a party! There are many
Baattar CI Baal Ava.
203-727- 2
Bta-a- m itasai tasfai
MS at. imm Mm
aaar ta itaps
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munication more prevalent on cam-
pus," Schaefer commented, adding
that the department's location in
Wishart Hallcan sometimes isolate it
from the rest of the campus.
"In some ways, the objectivesare a
bit vague right now, because we are
just starting up again," said Schaefer.
But with the activities that the orga-
nization does have planned, it sounds
as if they are regaining a firm foot-bo- ld
on campus.
willing couples, especially among
the younger faculty, and it only re-
mains for student groups to culti-
vate them.
One more particular problem:
manners. Oh boy, do we have a
good time in Kenarden! Squat and
gobble, grab and git! Skip out on a
reception line. Blast the bead resi-
dent. Shout up and down the halls of
the dorm. Great sport, but far from
a socially responsible attitude.
Finally, our type of schooL In a
way, we are "a little academy, still
and contemplative in living art"
And the "party school" label doesn't
fit
I am convinced that objective
number one for the Wooster stu-
dents is books and grades. And not
that this is bad. But we must con-
sider this when we look at the social
vKit Ofi oifw.fr wo'
In conclusion, there is no reason
why anyone on this campus can't
socialize, if he is willing to put out
some effort
The obstacles are not so big that
we can't conquer them individually
and collectively.
j ICLna A(9 (flta
3iftaarl
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'Little Women' may
not be a landmark,
but does entertain
Alcott novel stands the test of time
MOVIE REVIEW
By NAT MISSTLDINE
Thebook little Women, byLouisa
May Alcoa, is absent die trials and
tribulations of the March sisters in
New England during the Civil War.
Since its first publication in 1869
this sugary-swe- et story has since
been tackled by HoUywood several
times, most famously in 1933 with
Katherine Hepburn as the bookish
Jo.
Recently, this tale has been
adapted to the screen once again.
Directed by Gillian Armstrong and
starring WinonaRydcr as JoUttle
Women" soil hasn't lost its ten-
dency toward mushy female bond-
ing or its idealistic world-vie-w. It
remains the same heart-warmi- ng
story but without any new insights
or unique nuances.
But before I dive into this review
let it be said that J am s male, one of.
the four nationwide who have seen
the film. A noticeable minority me
theater in when I saw "Little
Women". I am inclined to believe
that most men aren't too keen on the
March story. Maybe we can't stand
watching a two-ho- ur film in which
we are not the primary focus and
would rather skip onto "Dumb and
Dumber" or "Pulp Fiction" where
we command most of the spotlight.
Or maybe Tittle Women" just
doesn't connect with anyone but
female viewers; many women read
the book as young girls and can
readily identify with the emotions
and drama ofthese sisters. It applies
to only one gender, males need not
watch.
But a well-respect- ed novel, such
as Alcoa's, has more resonance and
significance to it than to alienate
such a sizable portion ofhuman be-
ings.
So the ultimate test ofthe strength
of little Women" as a film be-
comes whether or not it has the ca-
pability of being relevant or capti-vati- ng
to men as well as women.
The book, having endured as a clas-
sic now forover orie-hundr- ed years,
seems to have found audience not
divided along gender lines, but the
challenge is for the movie do the
same.
There certainly is enough in"Little
Women" to help the film rise to this
challenge. The ensemble cast is a
undeniable attention-grabbe- r. Su-
san Sarandon plays the mother lov-
ingly referred to as Marmee, one of
the many warm-fuzz- y aspects of the
film which occasionally does in-
duce some groaning.
But Sarandon is, as usual, a plea-
sure to watch. She saves hercharac-
ter more than once from being ador-
ably maternal.
In her character however
Armstrong has chosen toemphasize
the feminist. She repeatedly re-mii-uls
herdaugntm thai they should
not rely on the men in their life and
that they all can become whatever
they choose when they grow older.
This is a welcome expansion of the
equality themes in the novel. The
movie glorifies Marmee. perhaps
inaccordance with current political
thought
Kirsten Dunst and Claire Danes
play Amy and Bern, respectively.
Dunst had a haunting performance
mTnterview With A Vampire," and
has anadvanced screen maturity not
seen in most actresses five times her
She fits inastonishingly rightnext
toSaandohiindRydec. Danes who'
has gained tier recent fame from the
television, on the highly acclaimed
show "My So-Call- ed Life," also
turns out some fine acting as the
sickly Beth.
Oearry.though, the camera shines
on Winona Ryder and her character
ofJo. Ryder is still Generation X's
number one heroine but hasn't been
seen outside of the period film's
hoop skirts and parasols in nearly
two years.
With "Bram Stoker's Dracula"
and "The Age of Innocence," she
has tried many times to not seem out
of place in these Victorian era set-
tings.
In "little Women" it feels as
though she has gotten comfortable
with these roles. She radiates the
discerning and intelligent nature of
Jo's character and emerges as the
sister wruch most appealing to the
audience.
The rich camera colors and fram-
ing help the film. The scenes of
New England are dark, warm tones
and picturesque. Whenthe dialogue
gets too ladden with emotion and
the continuous scenes of the sisters
embracing and smiling at one an-
other becomes too much to bear,
one can avert his or her attention to
the beautiful camera work and act-
ing.
When it is all over. "Utile
Women" isn't a landmark film, nor
does it make any profound state-
ments about the nature of familial
love. But it may be worth going to
see, and that goes for you men too.
It
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The exhibit, which began Monday and rm throogh Friday. March 10, will feararc avor tfcaa 20 pcacfl
and watercolor studies of American prairie plants.
Olson's exhibit of drawings on
display at MacKenzie Gallery
By JILL GREGORY
Recent works by College of
Wooster artist George Olson are on
display at the College's MacKenzie
Gallery. The MacKenzie Gallery is
located within the Severance Art
building. The exhibit, which began
Monday and runs through Friday,
March 10, will feature more than 20
pencil and watercolor studies of
American prairie plants. MacKenzie
Gallery is free and open to the pub-
lic from 8 ajn. - 5 pjn., Monday
through Friday, and 11 aon.-5p.- m.,
Saturday and Sunday.
In his artist's statement. Olson
wrote that his first introduction to
prairie plants was an off-han-d re-
mark made bybis soon-to-b- e father-in-la- w.
This casual introduction was
the start of many years of careful
study of the variety ofplants which
live in the American Prairie. Olson
goes on to tell the viewer that most
of the subjects originated in various
sites in Henry Court, Illinois. They
were found in "restored prairies,
roadbanks, fencerows, and oak sa-
vannas, partially timbered ecosys-
tems which co-exist-ed with the tall
- A
grass prairies throughout the
midwestem states."
Olson's interest in plant subjects
evolved gradually from his concen-
tration on drawings and paintings
based on the American landscape.
For the past several years, be has
focused exclusively on grasses and
wildflowers indigenous to the
American taUgrass prairie, an eco-
system that originally covered mil-
lions of acres of the nation's heart-
land.
Olson has been a member of
Wooster's faculty since 1963. When
he earned his master of fine arts
degree from the University of Iowa.
Since his first faculty exhibition in
1965, Olson has had more than 50
one-pers-on exhibitions, including 15
exhibits in London, England.
His studies of prairie plants were
exhibited in 1990 at the British
Museum (Natural History). His most
recent shows have been at the Chi-
cago Botanical Garden this past fall,
the 1994 Cleveland Flower Festival
and the BioHio Exhibition at the
Ohio Agricultural Research and De-
velopment Center this past July.
In addition, his drawings have
mm
' " .- -
f - J
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been reproduced in numerous publi-
cations. His study of "Rudebeckia
hirta" was featured on the cover of
the May 1988 issue of "The Gar-
den," the official magazine of the
Royal Horticultural Society in En-
gland. Also in May 1988, his work
was discussed and reproduced in an
article in "World Magazine."
In 1990, the British Museum
(Natural History) published an ex-
hibition catalog that included 32
color reproductions of Olson's prai-
rie plant studies. In 1992, the Col-
lege published a calendar featuring
12 color reproductions of his work.
Since April 1992, Olson's work
has been included in a traveling ex-
hibition of botanical art sponsored
by the Hunt Institute of Pittsburgh.
This coming August, Olson will
conduct a workshop, Drawing the
Prairie, at the Chicago Botanic Gar-
den. A one-pers- on exhibition of his
work is scheduled for the Lafayette
Art Center in Lafayette, Ind., for
19.
Some of the most striking plant
studies in the show are actually those
please see OLSON, page 10
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Cleveland
BjSALLYTHELEN
The death of a loved one has left
voids in many ofoar lives, bat very
few of as are able to translate soch
sorrow into music as Jack Gallagher
has. Jack Gallagher's piece The
Persistence ofMemory" (la Memo-ria- m:
Brian Israel) will be performed
by the Cleveland Chamhrr Sym-
phony Concert on Tuesday.
The Persistence of Memory,"
intended as an elegy, honors the late
Brian Israel, a composer and profes-s- or
ofmnsic composition and theory
at Syracuse University. In 1986,
Israel died due to at the
young age of 35. The piece's title
was taken from Salvador Dali's well
known painting. Although the piece
invokes no association to Dali's'
left by the tragic and prema-
ture death of a gifted friend and
colleague."
This piece is not the only elegy
written by Gallagher. Premiered in
1991 by the Wooster Symphony
Orchestra, "Symphony in One
Movement: Threnody," was com-
posed in memory of Gallagher's
mother. Gallagher feels that both
elegies express the void left by the
departure of a loved one and the
memories that haunt.
ThePersistenceofMemory"wiIl
be making its world premiere on
Monday, by the Cleveland Cham-
berSymphony at the Cleveland S tate
University Recital HalL
Conducted by music director
Edwin London. Tuesday's concert
will open wuh version four, further
expansions of "Celebration Fan-
fare: 6 in 1 for IS" by Frank Wiley.
This work is the orchestra's fifteenth
anniversary season fanfare, which
is evolving throughout the year.
The performance will also feature
The Wooster Voice Arts Entertainment
'Crackerjack': classiccountry
ALBUM JREVIEW
By ALLE PARKER
I hate country music. Songs about
pick-op- s, dogs, nek covered women,
and huntm' down some good times
don't appeal to me. In my opinion,
country mnsic is no more than a
twangy-guitar-fill- ed gangsta rap for
middle-age- d white males. How fan-
tastic is it to break up with your
woman and then go out drivin on
good old Route 66?
I don't care for classic rock much
either. Granted there are tones that
are timeless andmosic that win never
die, but I would much rather listen to
modern mnsic than music my par-
ents thought was cooL Not that the
Beatles weren't incredible, its just
that I think Soperchunk is better,
and they have the advantage of be-
ing newer.
For these reasons, I thought I
would really dislike Cumutte &
Maher. This two man unit from
Tennessee sprcialgf i ia acountry
Chamber Symphony to
;
.
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photo provided by NEWS SERVICES
Soprano soloist Christine Schadeberg will be featared with the
Cleveland Cfcaber Syphoay ta prfbrsnance on Tsday
London's "Before the World Was
Made" wim soprano soloist Chris-
tine Schadeberg. Composed in 1994.
"Before the World Was Made" was
inspired by the poetic work of Wil-
liam Butler Yeats. Schadeberg. one
of the leading new music singers in
the United States, has premiered
more than 100 new works, includ-
ing three with the Cleveland Cham-
ber Symphony.
Lori Dobbin's piece, "Music for
Chamber Orchestra," will also be
included on Tuesday's program.
classic rock hybrid, with a touch of
poppy folk thrown in the mix. On
their third album, "Crackerjack,"
acoustic guitars dominate and weav-in- g
harmonies intertwine with me-lod-ic
harmonica to create a musical
representaion of life's experiences.
Steve Curnutte once again plays
lead guitar and sings lead vocals.
Matt Maher, however, seperates the
duo from the stauts of the average
singersongwriter combo with his
precise rbythym guitar, harmonica
playing, and incredible backing vo-
cals. The vocal harmonies that the
two create are worm the price of the
album alone.
"Crackerjack" contains eleven
solid tunes, ranging from the hu-
morous "Young And Hungry" to
the dreamy love ballad "Sangria."
"Young And Hungry" is all about
the trials of being an underfed musi-
cian. The musk is beautiful, but the
lyrics catch yon off guard with then-sl-y
humor, "Hamburger Helper and
heavy cream You nuke it five min-
utes itmakes a mean Leas Ctiuani?
Dobbin is recognized as one of
today's leading female composers.
Her piece transforms musical mate-
rials and brings individual members
to the forefront through solo roles.
John Hnggler was inspired by the
concept possibilities of a 13-mem- -ber
ensemble, Mis piece, "Sinfonia
for 13 Players," one of his three
written for the unusual ensemble
arrangement, will be performed in
the concert. Haggler's work stresses
the concertato style of pre-clas-sic
compositions.
Peanut butter and jelly or jam I
don't need your Wonderbread I'D
eat it straight from my hand Don't
give me no roughage. I ain't a
quadrapedrm young, and hungry,
and underfed."
The best cm on the album is the
probing "Blonder Days." The song
effectivdy questions me purpose and
meaning of life over a simple acous-
tical guitar, it. Cnrnutte& Maher
effectively question why the social
protest of the 1960's hasn't contin-
ued up to the present day, while
relating how much that protest meant
to its participants.
They seem to be saying that our
society would be better off if weall
stood for something. "Back in your
blonder days In a world so full of
crisis In a world so full of rage
Well you thought you were a saint
You were talking like a sage You
were beautiful, in your blonder
days." "Crackerjack" is an excel-
lent album. The songs are well
written and executed. That's bow
music is supposed to be, unfettered. '
perform
London founded the Cleveland
Chamber Symphony in 1980. A
Cleveland S tate University, London
formed the orchestra for the perfor-
mance ofnew music in combination
wim lesserknown works ofthe past.
The symphony has world premiered
106 pieces and appeared on presti-
gious concert series in northeast
Ohio and elsewhere. The award-winni-ng
music festival. "Sound En-
counters: The Festival," was hosted
by the orchestra. Two CDs in the
"Sound Encounters" series have
been released. The Cleveland Cham-
ber Symphony has been recognized
wim major awards from American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers in each of the past five
years, the 1992 Laurel Leaf Award
from American Composers Alliance
and 1993 Award ofAchievement in
Classical Music from "Northern
Ohio Live" magazine.
Since 1977, Gallagher has been a
member of Wooster's mnsic fac-
ulty. The Air Force Band ofFlight
recentlypremieredhis"Proteus Ris-
ing from the Sea." His other works,
including "Symphony m One Move-
ment: Threnody and Berceuse,"
have been published or recorded by
soch prestigions labels as Queen City
Publications. The Musical Heritage
Society, and Pantheon Music Inter-
national.
The performance, which is free
and open to the public, will begin at
8:13 pjn. in the Gault Recital Hall
of Scheide Music Center. Whether
the performance evokes similar feel-
ings of loss or simply the apprecia-
tion of great music all audience
members should be affected by this
wonderful experience.
Compiled with information from
News Services release.
Olson
continued from page 9
of dead plants. One of these is a
triple 'portrait, as Olson refers to
them as, ofEvening Primrose, Vel-
vet Leaf, and Pale Smart Weed.
Though all the plants are brown,
each has their own particular hue.
There is a very graceful style about
the piece, by means of the plants'
placement on the paper, and through
Olson careful rendering. His trade-
mark style of precise depiction and
coloring come out in this, and all the
other pieces in the show.
Through this show, as well as past
onlays ofbis work, Olson portrays
quite clearly the beauty and variety
of plants in the prairie. One may
stereotypicaDy think of the prairie
as just fields of tall grass; just one
visit to the Mackenzie Art Gallery
will prove this assumption to be
wrong.
Compiled with information from
News Service jresj release.
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FRIDAY, FEB. 24
Come to theDJ Happy Hoar in
the underground!!! 5 pjn.
Check out Threesome in the
Underground at 8 pjn. Admis
sion: J50
Win free games at the Red Pin
Special!! Scot Lanes at 9 pjn.
SATURDAY, FEB. 25
Crooktyn is showing in Mateer
for just $1 at 7:30 and 10 pjn!!
Free shoe rental at Moonlight
Bowling in Scot Lanes at 10pjn.
SUNDAY, FEB. 26
Come see Arsenic and Old
Lace at 730 p.m. in Mateer. Ad
mission is free!! -
MONDAY, FEB. 27
Pick up your tickets at Lowry
front desk for the Cleveland Cavs
game! Cost is $20.
1 mm ,pw lb, F I
cuucuwo cms
- --
neh3 ww anas
SAT HAS 4 1395 7 3 PR
Check out the new Art Wall!!
See photos taken by fellow
Wooster students during semes- -
ten abroad!!
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1
What's Eating Gilbert Grape
will be showing in the Under
ground at 9 pjn. Admission is
FREE!!
THURSDAY, MARCH 2
Catch Speed in the Under
ground at 8 pjn. in the Under-
ground! Admission is $.50.
mm
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Indoor
teams
ready for
NCAC meet
By PAUL KINNEY
JULIE HECK
Last Friday night's triangular
track meet at Kenyon was a low-ke- y
evening of easy spirits as the Fight-
ing Scots men's and women's track
teams prepare for the upcoming
NCAC Championships at Oberlin
on March 3 and 4. Wittenberg also
participated in the meet
Although the men's gam finished
second behind Kenyon and the
women were third, team finishes
did not reflect the true nature of
either team; me meet was more of an
opportunity for individuals to try
different events.
For the men, Pieter Salverda '95
gave Wooster a win in the 500-met- er
dash, taking the event with a
swift time. Tony Kauke '98 added
another win for the men indie 3 ,000-met- er
mn,edgingout teammate Alan
Schwartz '95 by 0.8 seconds. Steve
Dombos '97 also accounted for an-
otherWooster win in taking the 400-met- er
dash.
Sky Green '96 took second in the
55-me- ter dash, and Damian Pollard
98 and Jason Snyder 97 look sec
ond and third in the 53 high hurdles.
Chad Atwefl and Jeff Kinat 97s
also added a 2-- 3 finish in the pole
vault
On the women's side, Melia
Arnold and Shereen Hejazi '96s had
personal record times in the 55
hurdles, finishing first and third,
respectively. Amy Hansen 97 won
the 800, and Melissa Eging '98 fol-
lowed suit with a win in the 55-me- ter
dash. Summer Koladin '97
added a pair ofwins in the long and
triple jump events.
Other notable performances were
turned in by Michelle Poole and
Molly Metz '97s, as the two women
went 2-- 3 in the 3,000-met- er run.
"Each meet in this indoor season
has been a stepping stone in build-
ing our confidence up for the con-
ference championships,'' said head
coach Dennis Rice. "Many of our
athletes will bedoubling up in events
and making individual sacrifices for
the good of the team. I am excited
about the potential both the men's
and women's teams have going into
the conference championships.
Real Booke
Real People
Mondy-6tunia- y 10-9-..
SurvUy 1- -5
The bostcr Book Company
...wken mtafc mid mutations meet
(216)262-1- 6
Lady Scots
Wooster advances to
By LARISA FRICSONS
MIA PEARCE
The Lady Scots earned a position
in the final four of the North Coast
Athletic Conference by defeating
Case Western Reserve 58-5-3 on
Tuesday.
They now travel to Wittenberg to
take on the Tigers on Friday night
The Lady Scots had already lost
twice to the Spartans in regular sea-
son. They were able to come out
withavictorywhenitreallycounted;
head coach Roxanne Allen credits
theirrecent successes to thefact that
the team nevergives up. She claims,
"They just never quit."
Although the scoring was low in
the first half , the Scots played well
In the second half the Scots were
able to maintain the lead until the
Spartans tied it up with just a few
minutes left
The score remained close until
Jen Miller '95 hit a key three point
shot which gave the Lady Scots a
four point lead.
Despite Case's efforts, the Scots
kept their lead to win.
Miller led the scoring with 14
points, while Carrie Headrick '97
scored 13 points.
On Saturday the Lady Scots hosted
Denison. In the first few minutes of
the first half the score was rather
close "" 2 ifc?frt " f-iv- .
However, in the last few minutes
the Scots began to pull away with a
lead that would win mem the game.
The second half against the Big
Red started off quick and yet the
Scots held their lead throughout.
High scorers in this game were
Headrick with 28, Suzy Sipes 96
with 17, and Lisa First '96 with 14.
The Lady Scots earned many of
theirpoints from the free throw line,
hitting 31 out of 34 of their foul
shots. HeacbicJt seta Wooster record
for hitting 16 out of 18 or her foul
shots.
Allen is optimistic about die tour--
mn'i basketball:
Denison 44, Wooster 40
Wooster 71. Allegheny 57
Fri. OWU (at Witt) 9 p.m.
SaL championship 7 pun.
Historic Overholt House
Bed & Breaetast
1473 BeaU Are. -- WooOer, OH44691
Pk 216-26343- 00 or 1-800-99- 2-0643
UetMI Nads MrA tfUwrj.
U).W.ptrnUimigHt$dtMi
nettH5xmMtmmmnkfril
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shock CWRU 58-5- 3
semifinals ofNCAC Tournament
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phoco by BRITTANY BULLARD
NCAC Player of the Week Carrie Headrick "97 shoots a free throw
in the Lady Scots' seasonnding 75-5-4 win over Denison last
Saturday in' the Tlmken Gymnasium. ,
nament saying, if we do what we
need to, we can play with anybody.'
Most of the players feel similar to
Allen.
Miller said, "the team believed
that we could do it when we beat
Ohio Wesleyan. We felt like we
won a championship that night.'"
Wooster Sports Ticker
women's basketball;
Wooster 75, Denison 54
Wooster 58. CWRU 53
FrL Wittenberg (A) 4 pjn.
SaL championship 4 p.m.
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When asked what it took to getwhere
they were, Teri Tallman '95 said,
"talent, heart, and coaches.'
Wooster's record stands at 10-1- 5.
The Lady Scots play at 4:30 pjn..
The winner plays in the champi-onshi- p
tomorrow against the winner
of Allegheny and Ohio Wesleyan.
indoor track:
Kenyon 2nd of 3
women:
Kenyon 3rd of 3
Com-Patt-tbl- es
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WAA rcitATX ATXiurn:
1
- of tus YJetzz
Headrick
garners WAA
honor
Tfcb week's honored female
z&kXi u Qxrr'it Ikai'kJc '97.
Came, from Medina, has made
aaoutstatkHngeomribution to the
women's basketball team. She
(currently leads the Lady Scots in
tebouodinz and is second highest
ia scoring for the team. She has
been described by fellow team"
male Chnstv Antic 95. ts beinz
pa pleasant person on and off the
court lie hard work and Jodi-cati- on
to the sport has made her a
threat on both the ouermve ana
defensive side; '
The Ladv Scots team, coached
bv Roxanne Allen, currently has
an overaU record of 10-1- 5. This
past Tnesiijy,they defeated Csft
WtsterjtResemmtne fimround
lof tournament play 58-5- 3 and
moved on to the Hnal Four m m
NCAC division.. They take on
WittenberzatWrtbCTK.Fnday,
Feb24,at4t30p4m.' , - '
-
CLASSIFIED
Cruise Ship Jobs!
Attention: Students
Earn $2000 monthly.
Parttimefulltime. World
TraveL Carribean, Hawaii. All
positions available. No experi-
ence.
CALL: (602) 453-465- 1
SPRING BREAK
America's 1 Spring Break
Company!
Cancun, Bahamas, or Florida!
1 10 Lowest Price Guaran-
tee! Organize 15 friends and
TRAVEL FREE! Call for ow
finalized 1995 Party Sched-
ules!! (800) 95-BRE- AK
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING --
Travel the world while earning
an excellent income in th
Cruise Ship & Land-To- ur In
dustry. Seasonal & full-ti-mi
employment available. Noexj
necessary. For info, call 1-2- 06 !
634-04- 68 extC55622.
FREE FINANCIAL AID
Over $6 billion in private sec
tor grants & scholarships is nov
available. All students are eli-
gible regardless of grades, in
come, or parents' income. Lt
us help. CSudemFinancia.
Services: 1-800-2- 63-6495 ext
F55621.
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Scots advance to semifinals ofNCAC Tournament
Wooster defeats Allegheny 71-5-7 to advance to matchup with Ohio Wesleyan tonight
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
The Fightmg Scot basketball i
had an eventful week which saw its
19-ga- me unbeaten streak snapped.
However, more importantly,
Wooster defeated Allegheny 71-5- 7
in the quarterfinals of the North
Coast Athletic Conference Tourna-
ment.
Deniaon broke Wooster's win
streak last Saturday. 44-4- 0. in
Granville. Tonight at9p.nL. the 23--2
Fighting Scots continue their ran
for a third NCAC Tournament
Championship when they take on
Ohio Wesleyan at Wittenberg's
HPER. Center in Springfield. The
winner of that semifinal mag-ho-p
wiH face the winner of the Kenyon
Wittenberg contest, which pits last
year's tournament champion against
the host Tigers.
On Tuesday evening, the top-seed- ed
Scots opened np the Tourna-me- nt
against eighth-seed- ed Allegh-
eny. The Gators, wnose record stood
at 7-- 17 coming into the contest,
seemed like an opponent which
woold five nationally-ranke- d
Wooater very little difficulty. Scot
bead coach Steve Moore knew bet-
ter.
"We knew going in that k would
be a lough game," said Moore. ""We
felt we had the tonghesi opening
round game of any of the top four
seeds. (Allegheny head) Coach
(Phil) Ness told me that they had
lost 13 games in the last rnmntc.
They are better than their record
indicates."
Moore's feelings about the Galon
turned out lobe true. With approxi-
mately six minutes remaining in the
contest. Wooster regained the lead
forgood when forward JamZerger
NCAC Tournament
Wooster Fighting
Scots
Location: Wooster. Ohio
Record: 23--2
Tounament Titles: 2
C9293)
Key Flayers:
Scotx Meech (14.1 ppg).
Craig Bradley (13.1 ppg).
Doug Cline (12.4 ppe),
Jason Zerger (1 1.3 ppg)
"95 scrambled fora loose ball under
the basket, came up with it, and
made a reverie hry-i- n for a 54-5-3
lead. After that point, the Scott
began to rofl. Wooster pot the game
away for good when Zerger scored
on an aDey-oo- p and lay-i-n on a pass
from forward Scott Meech 95 with
four mTnntfs remaining to extend
the Scots' lead to 63-5-3.
The Scots were ledbyguard Craig
Bradley "95 who topped theWooster
sxren with 16points. Center Doug
Cline "95 scored 15 points, while
Meech contributed a nine point, ten
rebound and seven assist perfor-
mance.
"They (Allegheny) played real
wen," said Moore. "We made some
fine plays on offense to get the lead."
Last Saturday, Wooster's hopes
of going undefeated throughout the
NCAC regular season were dashed
when Denison defeated the Scots.
In a particularly low-scori-ng affair,
the Big Red prevailed thanks to a
game-endi- ng surge. With approxi-
mately three minutes remaining and
the Scots ahead 40-3- 7. Denison
tamed op the defensive intensity,
holding the Scots scoreless and fin-
ishing on a 7--0 run. with junior
guard Brian Malinowski account-
ing for five.
"We give them a lot of credit."
said Moore. "Wehad the ball enough
to score in the 60's, but we didn't"
Point guard RoweQFcrnandez97
was the only Scot to score in double
figures as he scored 12 points to go
with his eight rebounds and four
assists. Meech added six points and
nine rebounds. Malinowski led
Dension with 14 points.
"Our players were disappointed,"
said Moore. "After the game, they
said, 'Let's look forward.'"
Ohio Wesleyan
Battling Bishops
Location: Delaware, Ohio
Record: 16--9
Tournament Titles: 3
C85,'86,'88)
Key Players: Rod
Mitchell (17.6 ppg), ISL
Shnmate (14.6 ppg). Bo
Dobbs (12 ppg), Jastun
Lott (12 ppg)
j-- K -- V.
pboto by BXTTTANY BULLARD
Guard Craig Bradley 95 lets another three-point-er fly in the
Scots's 7157 triantph over Allegheny in the first rood of the
NCAC ToansuBcat Tuesday evening in the Tiaakca Gjanriia.
teams at
Wittenberg Tigers
LacatiomStningfield, Ohio
Record: 19--6
Tournament Titles: 2(9091)
Key Flayers: Aaron Smith
(7.6 rbg), Anthony Robinsorl
(5.8 apg), Chris Wolfe (1.2
blocked shots per game)
?Of) 1 Pf -
a glance
Kenyon Lords
Location: Gambier, Ohio
Record: 18--7
Tournament Titles: 1
C94)
Key Flayers: Jamie
Harlcss 20l5 ppg, 3.6 apg),
Oris Donovan (19.6 ppg,
13.1 rpg)
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Tonight, the Fighting Scots take
on Ohio Wesleyan in a semi-fin- al
matchup in the NorthCoastAthletic
Conference Toornament Thegame.
which is to be held in the HPER
Center on the campus ofWittenberg
University in Springfield, will be
the third meeting between the two
teams mis season. Woosterwon both
games. 66-5- 4 in Delaware on Jan. 6
and 70-6-4 Feb. 8 in Wooster.
The Battling Bishops lead all
NCAC teams in tournament titles
won with three, followed by the
Scots who have won two. In fact,
the last Wooster team to win the
NCAC Tournament title in 1993
included current Scots Doug Cline,
Scotx Meech. Craig Bradley, Jason
Zerger, and Jeff Hamilton 95s.
The current Ohio Wesleyan team
is fu0 of talent and experience. They
are led by senior forward Rod
Mitchell, who burned Wooster for
22 points in the teams last meeting.
Mitchell leads the Bishops in scor--a
ing and rebounding, averaging 17.6
'points per game, and 63 rebounds
per game.
"He (Mitchell) bad a tremendous
year," said Wooster bead coach-Stev- e
Moore. "He is about 63",
and a very strong player who can go
inside."
Another strong player for Ohio
Wesleyan is seniorBo Dobbs.apost
player, who averages 124! points
per game.
"Bo Dobbs had a great year." said
Moore. "He was injured for the
beginning of the season, then aver-
aged close to 17 points per game
when healthy."
The floor leader for the Bishops is
Justun Lott, a four-ye- ar starter at
point guard. Lott averages 12 points
per game, and leads the NCAC in
three-poi- nt field goal percentage.
Lott is also third in the conference in
assists, averaging 53 per contest.
"Justun Lott is a big key to their
team," said Moore.
OhioWesleyan sixth man isJ.R.
Shumate, along-rang- e shooting
guard, who averages 14.6 point per
game. Shumate is fourth in the
conference m three-poi- nt field goals
made with 52.
The Bishops usually employ a
matchnp zone against Wooster. simi-l- ar
to the one used by Denison to
bold the Scots to a season-lo-w 40
points. Ohio Wesleyan will also use
a fuH-co- urt press, and they like to
use the fast break.
"Their style ofbasketball creates
alotofproWems,"saidMoore. "The
thing that gets overlooked is that
this ts probably the best defensive
team they have ever had."
